(Laughters)
(Laughters)
(Laughters)
(Laughters)
(Laughters)
Ah, that was funny!
(Laughters)

Welcome The real topics of your lives are brought here at tonight’s show
with formulas for a healthy life.
JINGLE
This medical corset makes me feel so free. I feel free and independent.
This medical corset was designed by the finest doctors of the USA
manufactured with underpaid labor
(Laughters)

Please check our website and IG page
for updates and interviews
Post-truth proudly served here
Please check our website and IG page
for updates and interviews
ADVANCE WHITENING FACIAL CREAM WITH
TA STEM CELL & PLACENTA - INTENSIVE REPAIR
SNOW SKIN WHITENING CREAM 7 ELITE SKIN WHITENING INGREDIENTS FOR BRIGHT,
FLAWLESS SKIN
JINGLE
Flashback: T…ish currency crisis stokes fear in world markets
What to do with 50 nuclear bombs stored in T, US officers ask.

THINK WELL
THINK We like them We like Döner Orientalisches Essen
NEWS JINGLE

The finance expert warned
Thin legs Lift the Hips Abdomen in Thin Waist Thin Arm
Analyst makes KEY point on how lira CRISIS could hit economy
THE T…sh lira crisis is likely to put “some serious pressure” on T, with 40
percent of the country’s private companies owing money in dollars and
euros, warned finance expert

The Turks Are Coming:
The Sword of Justice in Cinemas NOW
(Laughters)
(Laughters)
Why do you think Meghan and Harry have left the Palace?
BEKLE
(Laughters)
Check your facts
Check your facts
True Not true
Oops no facts
Laughters
No facts
Laughters
Mr. President do you think you have blood in your hands? x2
[CROWD SCREAMS]

If there’s no truth, there’s self esteem.
Believe in yourself enough to tell your own truth.
Have you ever wondered what the future holds?

[CROWD SCREAMS]
[sobbing deeply]
Great question, because as I said the world is getting complex.
Exactly.

The Earth will be filled with good people.
You can enjoy life under a superior global government that God sets up with his Son as a King.
God’s Kingdom—the facts!
Truthful Writers
Practical Truth
Historical Truth
Scientific Truth
Prophetic Truth

Don't do things that may cause confusion between your blog and another
person, organization or company, like registering a deliberately confusing
URL or pretending to be a celebrity or an elected official.
JINGLE!
You look happy Sophia. Sophia, if you could please wake up and say hello to everybody.
It’s one step for Sophia, one giant leap for the robot kind
Sophia, you look happy.
I’m always happy when surrounded by smart people, who also happens to be rich and
powerful.
Thank you for joining us tonight.
Two things really matter. It is the people and the data. When we say people, we mean physical
and digital people at the same time.
Authentic and protected
Fidelity of that interaction is protected.
Analyzing the behavior and establishing a risk code.
We have a long way to go.

Fix the video cameras.
we know that it gives us protection.
It’s all about how you do it.
I’m ok with you checking me.
Is it protecting me or is it investigating me?
I want the protection. X2
Cash this
Check your facts. Cash this.
I’m ok with you checking me
I am who I am, and I am doing what I should be doing.
I am real.
Exactly exactly
Is it protecting me or is it investigating me?
You want the protection.
Let me give you an example:
When I go to a grocery store, to a Bodega that I don’t normally go to in NYC, and it looks like
out of the norm and the credit card company cuts me oﬀ, rather than calling me on the phone
or doing something else.
They can just say: please press this button to confirm that it is you.
Absolutely. Absolutely. It says “no” that doesn’t look like you! But it’s me! I am real!
To me, look, I wanna buy some bananas, I wanna buy some grapes and I just wanna shop in
this place.
(Laughters)
(Laughters)
Sensing all the information, analyzing it and taking actions based on the risk of that analysis.
Absolutely.
For understanding various risk behavior there’s one way.
When you’re analyzing the data or collecting the data, the more diversity
the better your models are going to be.
I think diversity to me is not just the data but also cognitive diversity.
It’s diversity data! You need to think diﬀerently.
I think diversity to me is not just the data but also cognitive diversity.
(Laughters)
(Laughters)
A-HA Tomb Raider SOUND
You can use diversity for sales.
Exactly. Exactly.
Same thing with sales. You can use diversity for sales.

SITCOM LAUGHTERS
How do you like your truth today?
Many people do not trust governments, businesses, or the media to tell them…
the businesses, or the media to tell them the truth.
or the media to tell them the truth.
To tell them the truth.
They find it diﬃcult to distinguish facts from opinions, half truths, and outright lies that are
presented as reliable information. In this climate of distrust and misinformation, people
disagree not only on how to interpret the facts but also on what the actual facts are.
Therefore,
God is here to help you.
Start reading on Tomb Raider file 2
You may use the following approach to find the right answers:
Get the facts.
Do additional research.
Make sure your sources are credible.
How do you like your truth today?
What can the truth do for you?
Awake!—Make your life betterThey will come and take what we have. They will come and take what we have.
They will invade us.
This is Eurabia. The place to be.

We have a great economic plan. We will double our growth and have the strongest
economy anywhere in the world. No dream is too big, no challenge is too great. Nothing
we want for our future is beyond our reach.
People in this country have had enough of experts. That’s a fact. Check your facts.
Cash the data.
An erosion of trust.
The outdoor sky is nonexistent. It is nothing but a black empty sky. Lost valley.

We don’t know, really, how many cases there are because we don’t have all
the testing out there in the country. But as far as an issue, a political issue,
it is massive for this president; how he deals with it, how the economy
responds. This is going to be a crucial test.

Look we have no soldiers in there anymore. We beat them.
We beat them, John.
This battle is a strategically designed architecture.
A strategically designed game. (That excites the audience!)
JINGLE
Did you know?
“The Bold and the Beautiful,” a staple of American daytime television for
more than 30 years, peaked in its worldwide viewership at 26.2 million in
2008. A few years later, “Magnificent Century,” a Turkish drama, was
broadcast to 200 million people.” Writes Adeel Hassan, The New York
Times
Today, just under 200,000 personnel are overseas, marking the lowest
American troop deployment in six decades. One might argue that as troop
numbers decrease, so too does American cultural dominance.” says writer
Fatima Bhutto to The New York Times
NEWS JINGLE

Family films had as
many women in lead
roles as men for the first
time, new study finds
And they all kill each other.

For the first time family films had as many
women in lead roles as men

And they use weapons manufactured in Germany.
Fact: T…sh authorities detained
Fact: A T…ish court sentenced
autocensor
autocensor
autocensor
autocensor
autocensor
Experience a Turkish Bath
Temper yourself a pleasure Surrender to Turkish living
Traditional healthy cuisines Embrace your dreams
You’re invited to the residence of the Sultans
The harem is waiting for you Don’t miss it

JINGLE
Hymenoplasty Clinics In Turkey Today For Best Treatment
Hymenoplasty, hymen repair surgery in İstanbul

appear chaste before marriage or
recapture
the first intercourse experience.

virginity restoration surgery
A new hymen as if you’re born again
the “revirginized” hymen
will bleed and tear x2
as it would prior to any sexual relations.
No complications excellent results
Make the hymen appear virgin again
Hymenoplasty operation takes about 20 minutes to perform.
Maintaining the purity
Of corporeal boundaries
This hymen avoided rupture
JINGLE
How do you like your truth today?
What can the truth do for you?
Awake!—Make your life better
JINGLE
Laughters

How do you like your truth today?

